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“It was the best day of our lives. Thank you again for everything you did. Everyone loved the 
tipis and said it was the most magical wedding they had ever been to. Can I just say out of all the 
companies I have had to correspond with for the wedding, Big Chief Tipis have been the best by far. 
You are great!” 

Rachel & Russell - August 2015
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The Big Chief Team have scoured the country to 
find the perfect Accessories to compliment your 
party. Our tipis are fabulous just as they are, but 
the way you dress your event will help make it a 
night to remember. Whether you’re a DIY bride, or 
someone who wants to leave all the hard work to 
us, we will have an Accessory to make the style of 
your party personal to you. 

The little jewel in our crown is our Baby Tipi – it 
can be added onto our Big Hats, down a walkway, 
to create an exciting children’s play area or a 
relaxed chillout space. 

A huge bonus of booking your event with Big Chief 
Tipis is that we offer your tipis weather-proofing 
solutions should the weather take a turn for the 
worse. With our custom-built range of entrance 
ways, you can have your event in our tipis in the 
summer or winter, come rain or shine.

Whether its chandeliers or wooden doors you’re 
after, take a peek through the following pages and 
let us know what takes your fancy.

Happy hunting

The Big Chief Team x

How!
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Our Tipis – Big Hat
Big Hat Tipi 

The Big Chief of our tipi range, our Big Hats can be 
interlinked together to create a space for over 500 
guests. 
 
Stood alone, it’s a great space for smaller, casual 
parties for up to 60-70 people, but linked to another 
Big Hat, Midi Tipi or Baby Tipi they are transformed 
into a unique space perfect for weddings, festivals, 
private parties and corporate events of any number.  
 
They can have their sides lifted to create a ‘Witch’s 
hat brim’, or lowered during the winter to create a 
cosy intimate feel.  
 
Entrance ways and weather-proofing kits can be 
added so that your guests can have easy access into 
the space regardless of the weather outside. 

Includes woven matting flooring, 3 uplighters £1570 

(Pictured: 3 Big Hats in a line for up to 180 guests)
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Our Tipis – Midi
Midi Tipi 

Our Midi tipis are the ideal addition to your 
configuration if you’re looking for a separate bar and 
chillout area – it also gives you the extra elbow room 
for your guests to stand should it be raining outside. 
 
A Midi Tipi can have an Entrance Porch inserted 
into the side, or the back panel rolled up for entry – 
alternatively it can be linked to a Big Hat or Baby tipi 
– the possibilities are endless! 
 
Includes woven matting flooring £1025 

(Pictured: Midi tipi linked to Baby tipi with Entrance 
Porch for entry)
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Our Tipis – Baby
Baby Tipi 

Our secret weapon is our Baby Tipi – unique to Big 
Chief Tipis, the baby in our tipi range measures 
only 6.5m in diameter and is a popular addition for 
a chillout or children’s play area when linked via a 
tunnel from the main party. It is also a firm favourite 
for garden and children’s parties, along with intimate 
Christmas dinners, as it can standalone with a porch 
added. 

Includes woven matting flooring £650 

(Pictured: Baby tipi with rear panel rolled up)
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2m solid wooden table (seats 6-8) £14

2m solid wooden bench (seats 3-4)  £8.50

5ft round table (seat up to 9) £9.50

5ft 6in round table (seats up to 10) £10

The Luxuries

6ft round table (seats up to 12) £10.50

Limewash Chiavari banqueting chair £3.90

Beech folding chair £3.50
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Large Open Fire Pit – the perfect addition to your Big Hat (inc 12 smokeless logs) £180

Small Open Fire Pit – ideal for our Midi tipis (inc 12 smokeless log) £120

Why not add a fire pit to your configuration to create a cosy atmosphere once the sun sets? 
Our Open Fire Pits are the perfect addition, where you can warm your hands and toast some 
marshmallows!

Large Enclosed Fire Pit – suitable for our Big Hats only (inc 12 smokeless logs and log basket) £180

Additional pack of 12 fire logs £10

Please note all of our Firepits come complete with Fire Safety Packs as standard.

If your event is being held during the winter, or while it is raining, then our Enclosed Firepits 
are the perfect accessory to add to your set up. The main benefit to our Enclosed option is 
that you don’t need to open the smokehood at the top of the tipi to light it as the chimney flue 
will extract the smoke. Please get in touch with one of our Little Chiefs for more information.

Heating
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Rustic Wooden Bar – 1.83m long £110 15ft x 15ft wooden parquet dancefloor £250

18ft x 18ft wooden parquet dancefloor £420

21ft x 21ft wooden parquet dancefloor £520

Staging 8ft x 12ft £230

Dancefloor and Bar
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Our Panoramic Windows are a fantastic addition to your tipi set up:

– They allow for extra headroom for a stage so that it is not eating into valuable space inside the tipi.

– Alternatively, they allow extra headroom for the bar to be positioned.

– They allow for extra seating so that you can accommodate larger numbers of guests within the space.

– The clearview nature of them let in lots of extra light into the tipi.

Panoramic Windows £300

Panoramic Window
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Create a chillout area with our Wicker Furniture clusters that come complete with throws and cushions.

Wicker furniture (2 chairs, 1 sofa, 1 table, cushions, throws) £150

Individual Reindeer Skins £10

Low wooden benches (x 3) and table set £35

Our rustic wooden barrels are perfect to place around the dance floor for people to rest their 
drinks on. Alternatively they can be used as a Cake table (top measures 2.1ft).

Wooden Barrel £50

Chillout Furniture
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Big Hat Fairy Lights Package

Includes fairy lights to all 9 poles in the tipi (also can be used for Midi & Baby tipis) £150

1

The Lighting

Party Lights Package

Includes: Big Hat Fairy Lights Package and Mirror Ball with spot lights (also can be 
used for Midi & Baby tipis) £200 

Mirror Ball & Spot Lights £55

Crystal Chandelier £115
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Baby Tipi Furnishings

Our Baby tipi is the smallest in our tribe, measuring 6.5m diameter. It can be linked onto 
your Big Hat or Midi Tipi formation via a link tunnel making it the perfect breakfout space for 
children, or chill out area for adults!

£640 inclusive of Link Tunnel 

If you feel that the Baby tipi won’t be big enough however, you can upgrade to a Midi tipi 
which is 8.4m in diameter and £1025.

£330 for Baby tipi            £390 for Midi tipi Chillout furniture clusters consisting of floor 
rugs, tree-trunk or apple crate coffee tables, 
floor cushions and patterned poofs.*

£330 for Baby tipi            £390 for Midi tipi

(*please note fire not included)

Multicoloured Giant Bean Bag package 
consisting of giant bean bags, floor rugs and 
small, low tables. 
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Being British means embracing the weather! Big Chief Tipis can help you do this, while enhancing 
the overall look and feel of your event.

Historically, the only way you can get into a tipi is by a lifted side (if the weather is sunny) or via a zip 
on a closed side (when it is cold and raining). However, we wanted to offer our clients something 
better and more beautiful *cue our Weather-Proofing Kits.

Complete with 2-bay Entrance Tunnel, canvas side walls on the first bay of tunnel, 
canvas zip door, pair of blanking panels and 10m of external matting, our Weather-
Proofing Kit can be fitted into the middle of one, two or three tipis, dependant on the 
configuration you set your heart on. £400

Weatherproofing Kit
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Weatherproofing Kit in 2 Big Hats
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Weatherproofing Kit in 3 Big Hats
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Entrance porch with zip canvas door  
(to fit into side of Big Hat or Midi tipi) £250

Wooden Doors  
(Add onto a porch or our Weatherproofing Kit) £150

Baby Entrance Porch  
(to fit into side of Baby tipi) £150

Our Entrance Porches are a great addition and are a popular choice as an entry / exit to the toilets or catering area. They make the ideal entrance into your tipi if your event is during the winter months.

Entrance Porch
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Catering Tent Package
Includes 6mx4.5m catering tent, 8 trestle tables 
& porch attachment £460

Wooden flooring (for tipi) £800

 

We can also arrange the ‘boring bits’ for you:

- Indirect fuel heater                       

- Super silent generator

- Toilet trailer

Please get in touch with our Little Chiefs for an 
accurate quote

The Practicalities
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“We can’t thank Big Chief Tipis enough for everything that you and your amazing 
team did for us. Our wedding was just perfect and we are still getting compliments 
from our guests now about how personal and warm the day was and what a great 
atmosphere the tipis created! You are all superstars!”

Oliver & Claire – July 2015
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